
Web 3.0 Distributed and Federated Machine Learning  

 
Problem Description:  

The problem addressed by this study is that the DoD has limited ability to rapidly make 

informed decisions and draw meaningful conclusions from large amounts of data.  Traditional data 

mining and research analysis, often dependent on data transformation, data modeling, and offline 

processing are no longer practical given the data sets are too large to manage (i.e., cost & time 

prohibitive).  There has been a trend toward Distributed Machine Learning (ML) solutions as they 

better align to massive raw datasets; however, Distributed Machine Learning (ML) computational 

power requirements are growing faster than Moore's Law.  Although distributed learning 

architectures have not yet reached a performance cliff, it is only a matter of time.  Furthermore, 

privacy has become an essential requirement in data processing, whether driven by privacy 

compliance regulations (e.g., GDPR) or data classification needs.  As such, we must explore new 

ML scaling mechanisms, specifically using Web 3.0 technologies, to keep up with the demands of 

tomorrow and maintain a technical and strategic advantage.  

Several limitations exist with the current machine learning approach;  computing power, data 

classification, algorithm sustainability, source data privacy, data centralization performance, and 

security weaknesses.  Distributed learning through Web 3.0 technologies seeks to address the 

existing limitations.  For data sets where privacy is less of a concern (say, there is no sensitive data 

within the set) and in instances where raw data is distributed from a centralized location to each 

node, Web 3.0 can build on the concepts of Distributed ML to include a trustless consensus 

mechanism within the model (or Gradient) creation process.  Specifically, a voting mechanism 

provides increased data integrity of the model (or Gradient).   This approach also provides scope for 

an incentive mechanism for nodes to participate in the network.  While such incentive mechanisms 

are traditionally based on financial reward (i.e., financially penalizes under-performing participants, 

rewards over-performing participants, and penalizes participants with noisy or malicious data 

points), the same incentive mechanism can dynamically prioritize compute responses based on 



mission needs.  

The solution removes the dependence on a centralized cluster of nodes.  It provides a 

mechanism to prove data integrity and validity.  Still, it does not provide a sophisticated sharing 

model over the raw input data – raw input data remains as trusted as in traditional Distributed ML 

solutions.  Another alternative solution is Trusted Federated Learning.  For a more sophisticated 

solution, where data privacy and edge computing are mission critical, we can combine the 

approaches of a Trustless Distributed ML solution, as described above, traditional Federated 

Learning, and a suitable Web 3 technology stack to provide Trustless Federated Learning.  Such a 

solution would use distributed ledger technology (DLT) to maintain and share a global ML model 

within the data ecosystem.  Doing so would remove the centralization within traditional Federated 

Learning architecture.  This data ecosystem network would then operate in the same way a 

Trustless Distributed ML solution may operate with respect to its consensus mechanism, yet with 

the benefit of being in an ecosystem of Web 3 secured data.   

Goals and Objectives:  

• Formulate and determine a conceptual sophisticated Distributed ML solution that combines 

a Trustless Distributed ML solution, Federated Learning, and a suitable Web 3.0 technology 

stack to provide Trustless Federated Learning.  The solution should remove dependence on 

a centralized cluster of nodes and provide a mechanism to prove data integrity and validity 

using distributed ledger technology (DLT) to maintain and share a global ML model within 

the data ecosystem 
• Formulate an innovative approach to perform Distributed ML using Web 3.0 technologies.  

• Describe the most promising technical solution based on technical trade-offs performed.  

• Describe the Distributed ML methodology, and describe the selected solution processing to 

address constraints in current methods such as the growth rate of ML model size and the 

computing power needs, ML algorithms failing ungracefully at performance cliffs, Federated 

ML that allows source data to remain at the edge, edge node security, insufficient 

centralization of the control of the federated nodes, potential performance bottlenecks, and 

security weaknesses. 

• Develop a conceptual Project Plan to include a detailed schedule, spending plan, and 

performance objectives 
• Develop recommended performance and interface specifications for Distributed ML using 

Web 3.0 technologies.  



• Plan initial integration activities and identify/develop the necessary engineering changes for 

3.0 technologies to perform distributed machine learning from the conceptual approach.   
• Develop strategies targeted toward systems requirements for operation in ashore, afloat, 

and Denied, Disrupted, Intermittent, and Limited bandwidth (DDIL) operating environments 

available in Distribution A gray material and peer-reviewed literature.  
• Develop lifecycle support strategies and concepts for Distributed ML using Web 3.0 

technologies.  
• Develop blockchain code to support the design of Web 3.0 technology focusing on 

Distributed and Federated Learning  
 
  


